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Abstract 
Tuza, Zs., Asymptotic growth of sparse saturated structures is locally determined, Discrete 
Mathematics 108 (1992) 397-402. 
We introduce some new hypergraph invariants, called local density and local sparseness of a 
hypergraph .F and prove that their values completely determine the order of magnitude of the 
smallest number of edges in a strongly or weakly S-saturated hypergraph on n vertices as n 
tends to infinity. 
1. The ‘dual’ of Twain’s problem 
Let 9 and X be r-uniform hypergraphs without multiple edges, and denote by 
#(9 < X) the number of subhypergraphs isomorphic to 9 in X. Let C, , . . . , C, 
be the edges of the complement of SF’, i.e., the C, are those r-element subsets of 
the vertex set of X which do not belong to the edge set of X With the 
terminology of Bollobas [3] we say that X is: 
-weakly S-saturated if in a suitable ordering-say, in the order Cr, . . . , C,-the 
edges of the complement can be added to X so that 
#(9<XU{CjIj<i})<#(~<XU{CjIj~i}) foralli,lGiSk; 
-strongly S-saturatedif #(9<X)<#(9<XU{Cj})for lcick; 
-S-saturated if it is strongly S-saturated and #( 9 < X) = 0. 
In other words, a hypergraph is saturated if it does not conatin a ‘forbidden’ 
subhypergraph and is maximal under this requirement. Let 
wsat(n, 9), ssat(n, 9) sat(n, 9) 
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denote the minimum number of edges in a weakly %-saturated, strongly 
s-saturated, and s-saturated hypergraph on n vertices, respectively. 
Among those three functions sat(n, 9) is the one which gives a natural 
counterpart of the Turan number. It is somewhat surprising that, although the 
latter one constituted one of the most popular areas of extremal graph theory, 
very little is known about the behavior of sat(n, 9) despite it was introduced 
more than 25 years ago (for complete graphs by Erdiis, Hajnal, and Moon [5] and 
for complete r-uniform hypergraphs by Bollobas [2]). The main results on 
saturated graphs and hypergraphs are referenced in [6, 81; some more recent 
theorems appear in [4, 91. 
In [8] several open questions are mentioned as well. Here we recall just one of 
the basic unsolved problems: it is not known whether or not sat(n, 9) = o(nr) 
holds for every r-uniform hypergraph 9 (for r 3 3). 
In the present paper we solve the analogous problem for wsat(n, S) and 
ssat(n, 9), for all hypergraphs 9, describing the invariants which are responsible 
for the orders of magnitude of those two functions. Surprisingly, in contrast with 
the Turan numbers (in which the chromatic number as a “global parameter” is 
essential), the growths of wsat(n, 9) and ssat(n, 9) depend on some local 
parameters of the hypergraph in question, as we shall show in the next section. 
2. Growth characterization with local properties 
We introduce some notions which will be crucial with respect to the growths of 
ssat(n, 9) and wsat(n, 9). Throughout it will be assumed that a hypergraph has 
at feast two edges. (Multiple edges are excluded.) We are interested in uniform 
hypergraphs, but for the sake of generality we define those parameters for any % 
with 191 > 1. 
Definition 1. Let 9 be a hypergraph. The density d(F) of an edge F E 9 is the 
largest natural number d such that there is an F’, F # F’ E 9 with IF fl F’I 3 d. 
The local density d( 9) of the hypergraph 9 is min{d(F) ( F E S}. 
Definition 2. Let 9 be a hypergraph. The sparseness s(F) of an edge F E 9 is the 
smallest natural number s for which there is an F” c F with IF*1 = s + 1 such that 
F* c F’ E 9 implies F’ = F; if F is a subset of some other edge of 9, then we put 
s(F) =: [_F/. The !oc~~! spsmllrsp~?ess ~(9) of the hvnewmnh 9 is minfs(F) 1 F E 9): -,- , -_ ___- ..,T_.o._.T._ 
Since 1913 2 has been assumed, s(s) and d(9) are defined unambiguously. In 
r-uniform hypergraphs (and, more generally, in hypergraphs of rank at most r, 
i.e., in which IFI c r for all F E S), those invariants satisfy the inequalities 
l<s(P)<d(%)<r-1. 
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The first and third parts are trivial by definition; the second one follows from the 
following observation. 
Proposition. Let 9 be a hypergraph of local sparseness s. For every F E 9 there 
are at least s + 1 edges F(l), . . . , F(s + 1) E 9 for which the sets F fl F(i) 
(i=l,..., s + 1) are pairwise distinct and each of them has cardinality at least s, 
unless s(F) = d(F) = IFI (and F c F’for some F’ E 9). 
Proof. The case of F c F’ is clear by definition. To verify the first part of the 
statement, let {F(l), . . . , F(t)} be a largest collection of edges meeting F in 
pairwise distinct sets of cardinalities Z=S, and suppose to the contrary that t c s. 
Note that t 2 1, IFI 2 s + 1, and F #F(i) for any i. Choose a vertex x(i) E F\F(i) 
for each i, 1 s i s t, and adjoin s - t further vertices of F to them. By the 
maximality of t, the s-element set obtained is not a subset of any edge, implying 
the contradiction s(9) < s - 1. q 
Using those local parameters, the following two theorems describe the growths 
of ssat(n, 9) and wsat(n, 9). For two positive-valued functions f (x) and g(x) the 
notation f(x) = @(g(x)) means that limsup f (x)/g(x) < c and limsup g(x)/f (x) < 
c’ for some positive constants c and c’ (i.e., f(x) = O(g(x)) and g(x) = O(f (x))). 
Theorem 1. For every uniform hypergraph 9, ssat(n, 9) = 0(nd(9)). 
Proof. Let d(9) = d. Denote by t(n, r, d) the complementary Turan number, 
that is the smallest number of sets in a d-uniform set system 9 over an n-element 
set X such that every r-element set Y c X contains at least one d-element subset 
belonging to 3. We prove the inequality 
ssat(n, 9) 2 t(n, r, d)/( I;) 
from which a lower bound of @(n”) follows, as r is fixed and t(n, r, d) is at least 
(2/G). 
Let X be a strongly S-saturated hypergraph on n vertices. If X had less than 
t(n, r, d)/(i) edges, then those edges could cover at most t(n, r, d) - 1 d-element 
subsets of the vertex set. Hence, by the definition of t(n, r, d), there were an 
r-tuple Ci $ X meeting each edge of X in at most d - 1 vertices. In this case, 
however, #(9< 2) = #(9< XU {C,}) would hold (since d( Ci) < d in X U { Ci} 
but d(F) 2 d for all F E 9), and X would not be strongly F-saturated, 
contradicting our assumptions. 
To prove an upper bound of order @(n”), denote by p the number of 
non-isolated vertices in 9. We show that 
) ( 
n-p+d+l 
i 1. 
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Choose an arbitrary (p - d - 1)-element subset Y of an n-element vertex set X, 
and let the edges of 2%’ be those r-element subsets of X that meet Y in at least 
r - d vertices. 
We claim that 28 is strongly s-saturated. By the definition of d(9), there is an 
F E 9 that shares at most d vertices with any other F’ E 9. For each Ci 4 2V we 
have IC, U YI >p, and 2 contains all r-tuples of C, U Y that meet Ci in at most d 
vertices; hence, it is easy to find a subhypergraph 9’ = g such that Cj E 9’ c 
XU {Ci}. 0 
Theorem 2. For every uniform hypergraph 9, wsat(n, 9) = O(r?(%)). 
Proof. Let ~(9) = s. We prove the inequality 
wsat(n, 9) 2= : 
( I/() 
1 
which yields a lower bound of @(ns). 
Let X be a weakly s-saturated hypergraph on II vertices. Since s(9) = s, every 
s-element subset of any F E 9 is contained in some other F’ E 9. Thus, adding 
the edges C, of the complement one by one to 35, the number of s-element 
subsets covered by the edges cannot increase in any step (by the weakly 
s-saturated property of X). Since we obtain all r-tuples (covering all s-tuples) in 
the edge set at the end, it must be the case that at the very beginning as well, the 
edges of %? cover all s-tuples. This fact implies the lower bound. 
To prove an upper bound of order @(r?), again denote by p the number of 
non-isolated vertices in X We show that 
ssat(n, ~)~~~,(“TnT’)(“-“+““). 
Choose an arbitrary (p -s - 1)-element subset Y of an n-element vertex set X, 
and let the edges of 26 be those r-element subsets of X that meet Y in at least 
r - s vertices. 
We claim that EJf? is weakly s-saturated. To show this, we have to find a 
suitable ordering of the edges Ci of the complement of Z Take the C, in any 
order satisfying IY fl Ci12 (Y fl C,l for i <j (if necessary, we can renumber the Ci 
accordingly). Now ICi U YI =p, and 2’ contains all r-tuples of C1 U Y that meet 
C, in at most s vertices. Setting F =: Cl, we shall find a copy of 9 in 
X U {C,} such that F* = C,\Y will hold. Recall that no edge of 9 contains the 
(s + 1)-element F* as a subset, therefore we only have to find r-tuples that meet 
Y in at least r -s vertices. All of those sets are edges in .3?, however, so that a 
subhypergraph 3’ = 9 satisfying C, E 9’ c Z U {C,} exists indeed. 
This argument shows that all C, $ % with ICi fl YJ = r - s - 1 can be added to ZZ 
one by one, increasing the number of subhypergraphs isomorphic to 4 in each 
step. If all sets Cj $ H with ICi fl YI = r - s - k have been added (for some k 3 l), 
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we can add the next Cj $ X with ]Cj tl Y] = r - s - k - 1 by taking the (p + k)- 
element set Cj U Y, and deleting k vertices of Y\C, from it. Denoting by Y’ the 
p-element set obtained, X U { Ci 1 i <i} contains all of those r-element subsets of 
Y’ that share at most s vertices with C, \ Y’. This fact implies that C, can be added 
to the hypergraph, proving the weakly g-saturated property by induction. 0 
3. Concluding remarks 
Since only very few results are available on saturated graphs and hypergraphs, 
there is a great number of open questions concerning their structural and growth 
properties. Several problems are given in the survey [8], therefore below we only 
mention those which are in the closest relation with the results presented here. 
We conjecture that Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid in the following stronger 
forms: 
ssat(n, 9) = c’ . ndcF) + O(nd(s)-l) 
and 
wsat(n, 9) = c” . ns(*) + O(&%)-‘) 
for some positive constants c’ = c’(9) and c” = c”(S). Perhaps it will not be very 
difficult to prove such estimates with a slightly weaker “error term” of ~(n~(~)) 
and o(Iz’(~)), respectively. These problems seem to be easier than our analogous 
conjecture 
sat(n, 9) = c . ndc9) + O(nd(s)-‘) 
(c = c(9)), because weakly or strongly saturated structures may contain any 
subhypergraph, and this gives more freedom in the constructions. In fact, it is 
really simple to prove that the limit lim,,, wsat(n, G)/n exists for every graph G 
(see Alon [ 11). I n contrast, as we mentioned in the introduction, the trivial upper 
bound of O(nr) has not been improved for saturated r-uniform hypergraphs in 
general, except for graphs in [6]. But even for graphs, the existence of 
lim,,, sat(n, G)/n has only been proved for a class of trees [7] (and for 
some particular types of graphs when the value of sat(n, G) is known explicitly). 
Beside the conjecture sat(n, 9) < O(n’-’ ) it also seems to be true that among 
the r-uniform hypergraphs on p vertices, sat(n, @) is largest when 9 is the 
complete hypergraph of order p. (For graphs this was shown in [6], applying the 
result of [5].) Note that G’ c G does not always imply sat(n, G’) <sat(n, G) 
(although one might expect it at a first look); an example is given in [6]. When I 
discussed this “irregular behavior” of sat(n, G) with professor Erdiis, we tried 
but failed to find a connected “irregular pair” G, G’; hence, it may be true that 
sat(n, G’) c sat(n, G) whenever G’ is a connected spanning subgraph of a 
connected graph G. If this is true, then it will be reasonable to guess that a similar 
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monotonic property holds in hypergraphs, provided that the spanning sub- 
hypergraph has the same local density, and any two of its edges are joined by a 
path in which the intersections of consecutive edges have cardinalities not smaller 
than the local density of the hypergraph. 
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